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Short-row Shawl
S10802

Design: Andrea Schmitz

V.1/SMT/MD

Knit

Intermediate 3

SIZE
183 x 29 cm

MATERIALS
Schachenmayr Miracle, 200 g ball 
approx. 200 g = 800 m
Col. 00084 (sea color)  1 ball 

13 stitch markers
1 circular needle 3.5 mm, 80 cm long

GAUGE
25 st and 36 rows  = 10 x 10 cm

BASIC TECHNIQUES
Garter stitch 
Knit all rows.

Double stitch with short rows
To create a double stitch, after turning your work in the 
diamond pattern, hold the yarn in front of your work, insert 
your needle into the first stitch from the right (as if to purl), 
then lift the stitch and the yarn together and pull the yarn 
tightly to the back.  This pulls the st over the needle so that 
it appears as a double stitch. 
If the yarn is not pulled tightly enough, gaps will appear in 
your work later. Bring the yarn back to the front of the 
work and continue working as given in the pattern.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 280 st or crochet them onto the needle.  
Work 2 R in garter st. In the second R, place a marker after 
every 20 st. 
Now begin working the diamond pattern:  
*k11, turn your work, working the first st as a double st, k9. 
Turn your work again, work the first st as a double st, k10 
(working the double st at the end of the short row as 1 st), 
turn. 
Again, work the first st as a double st, k9 (up to before the 
double st), turn. 

In the WS rows, always work up to before the double st; 
In the RS rows, work 1 st further than the double st (work-
ing this as 1 st).
Repeat these two rows until  in the RS row, you have 
worked the last st before the marker.
Turn your work again, work the first st as a double st, k9, 
turn your work, work the first st as a double st, k9, slide the 
marker onto the right-hand needle, then repeat from *.
Work a total of 14 diamonds in this way. 
For the in-between rows, work 5 R in garter st as follows:
After the last R of the 14th diamond, continue working 
back in garter st across all the diamonds, working all dou-
ble st as one st. 
In the next row, at the end of the 14th diamond, use a knit-
ted cast-on to add 10 st to the end of the row.
Work 3 more R in garter st; in the last WS row, place a 
marker after every 20 st. 
You should have 10 st left at the end of the row. 

To start a new row of diamonds, first bind off these 10 st 
(this shifts the beginning of the row by 10 st), then work a 
row of diamonds as described above.

Note: In order to achieve the wave pattern, the beginning 
of each new row of diamonds must be shifted by 10 st. 

Depending on your tension, you will be able to work 11-12 
rows of diamonds using this amount of yarn.  To finish, 
work 2 more R in garter st. In the following (third) row, bind 
off all st loosely.

Double stitch at the beginning of WS-row
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TIP:
Bind off loosely:
k2, slip both st back onto the left needle, k the 2 st together 
through the back loop, k1, slide the 2 worked st back onto 
the left needle and repeat.

FINISHING
Weave in all ends using a tapestry needle. 
Dampen and block; allow to dry.

ABBREVIATIONS
k = knit
p = purl
RS = right side
st(s)  = stitch(es)
WS = wrong side


